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Description of Session
• This engaging presentation offers a wealth of insights, tips and 
recommendations for how to get the most from Canvas, including
tools included or accessible via Canvas and Canvas Analytics.
• Reflecting rich diversity in subject expertise, the presenters have
been teaching and taking online courses for more than 30 years
combined.
• Specific topics to be covered: Enhancing Student Engagement and
Collaboration, Canvas Analytics and Course Organization:  Pages 
versus Modules
Collaborations
Collaborative exercises work best 
when the students are given a 
framework in which to collaborate.
Third-Party Integration is Key
New Collaborations Are Easy
Collaboration in My Courses
• Students are required to provide feedback to each other as part of 
the next week’s Discussion Forum questions.
• Note the details of the first question on the instructions for the
Module.
• Increases learner-learner interaction, per the Quality Matters
(QM) rubric. 
• We take points off if students do not provide feedback to each
other.
Collaboration in My Courses
Benefits:
• Students post their responses earlier – to enhance their chances 
of getting the maximum feedback from other students.
• Students provide more robust responses to the Discussion Forum 
questions. 
• The best and most robust responses tend to get the most
feedback from other students.
• Students read each other’s responses, which reinforces what they 
are learning and provides them with different viewpoints.
• Builds a bit of competition into the courses – posting early means 
more opportunities for feedback.


Canvas Analytics
Why I am Interested in Canvas Analytics. 
• Part of review team for a pilot project on analytics called 
Unizin Snapshot.
• Member of PhD committee for a student doing his 
dissertation on system-wide course analytics.
• A way to quickly see how students were doing in my 
courses to easily respond to the FLAGS system. 
• Analytics could provide students with a clearer 
picture of how they are doing in a course. 
• Evidence to refute a student’s claims about his inability to 
communicate with me – faculty versus administrator 
(Account Analytics) access
Canvas Analytics
What are Analytics? As Defined by Canvas
Analytics evaluate individual components of a course and 
evaluate student performance. Analytics takes a 
three-pronged approach to creating substantive data 
for Canvas users. 
Justification focuses on system reports and how the system
is being used. 
Intervention looks to predict at-risk students and how to meet 
their needs. 
Learning focuses on learning outcomes, the effectiveness of 
the teaching style, and the division of time between
students achieving competence and those falling 
behind.
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If You Scroll Down an Individual
Student Page…
You can also see:
• Activity by Date, including number of Page Views and  
Actions taken.
• Communication: Instructor Messages and Student Messages
• Submissions, including Status (On Time, etc.), Due Date, 
Submission Date and Score.
• Grades, including score, performance, Low, Median or High, the 
25-75% percentile and the points possible.
• Very helpful for Quality Matters (QM) evaluation, because you 
can demonstrate, at a glance, that students are interacting 
with the course content, with the instructor and with each  
other. (See QM Specific Review Standard 5.2)  
• Other ways that Canvas Analytics tools support QM.
Organization of Course Materials
• Modules
• Pages
Using Modules Effectively
I Prefer to Use Modules in Canvas:
• Even before Indiana University moved from OnCourse to 
Canvas, I organized everything in Modules.
• When I first started teaching online, I originally used 
OnCourse only as a “shell” and delivered my course 
as a separate website – with everything arranged as 
Modules.  
• So Modules are like an old friend!  
Using Modules Effectively
• Each Module in Canvas begins with a document from me 
wherein I indicate the Learning Outcomes, 
reminders about the assignments that are due, the 
reading assignment, including supplemental 
materials, the Discussion Forum questions, my 
Fireside Chat and my Mini-Lecture. 
• I personalize this document using my “course coach” and 
lots of icons.  
• This is Tipster!
Using Modules Effectively
• The availability of the Module and reminders are provided 
as the “front page” in Canvas and as 
Announcements.  
• Each new Module begins with the “front page” – the first 
thing that students see when they log into the 
course. 
• I organize everything in the same order within my 
Canvas site as it is in my Module document.  
• I believe that this careful organization makes it easier for 
students to navigate my courses, but also helps me 
make sure that all of the pieces and parts for each 
Module are there. 
• A logical, seamless way to organize everything.  






Pages Provide Flexibility
Pages are great when you want a succinct “home 
page” for each unit of your course.
• Flexible formatting
• Ability to add free-form content and images
• Allows a ”quick look” overview for each week or 
unit of the course
Sample Unit Home Page
Our PowerPoint presentation is available from IUPUI 
ScholarWorks:  https://scholarworks.iupui.edu/
Thank you!
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